
HP’s Unified Information Access offering from HP Autonomy incorporates key 
solution capabilities, including Enterprise Search, Knowledge Management, and 
Content Access and Extraction, to provide actionable insight into virtually all data.

Making information work for you

Bringing it all together to make information work for you requires an understanding 
of every type of data simultaneously, including diverse forms of unstructured data 
that comes from emails, videos, social media, call centers, chat, cloud applications, 
and more. HP IDOL (Intelligent Data Operating Layer) delivers a single processing 
layer that can process all types of content—structured, semi-structured, or 
unstructured—to enable real-time analysis and maximized business intelligence. 
After all, why should you base critical business decisions on only a fraction of your 
data? Forming a thorough understanding of 100% of your data across all your 
content sources enables you to significantly increase the value you get from your 
information.
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Unify content silos to 
uncover hidden value 

HP Unified Information Access

Highlights

• Next-generation contextual and conceptual 
search for the era of big data

• Comprehensive access to information, with 400+ 
connectors and ability to process 1000+ file types

• Language independent

• Over 500 advanced analytics tool

• Multiple media types – rich media, video, image, 
contact center recordings, and more

• Scale linearly to Petabytes of data

• Mapped security

“Unified information access platforms provide a single 
point of access to information from multiple 
heterogeneous sources. They integrate and find 
relationships across sources.” 
– IDC
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The challenge of information access

The world today is powered by information that is distributed, unstructured, and social. As 
information becomes more fragmented and diverse, the need for high-performing search 
capabilities has never been greater.

Today’s CIOs, technologists, and IT managers are facing a Big Data deluge that’s presenting a 
spectrum of challenges:

• Volume, variety, and velocity of information

• Moving to the cloud

• Fragmentation of data into different silos

• Increasing the mobility of workers

• Security

Traditional keyword search technologies aren’t keeping up with the latest business needs. 
They’re failing to handle large volumes of data and the variety of files that exist across the 
enterprise. They’re also typically limited to keyword and metadata search, and therefore aren’t 
able to effectively search unstructured information across audio, video, images, and more. 
When you’re only able to access and understand a portion of your data, your results can be 
skewed and key business opportunities can be missed. 

HP Unified Information Access helps organizations, large and small, connect the dots and 
draw conclusions that may not have been discovered otherwise. Search goes beyond entering 
keywords into a query box and parsing through the results list. With a powerful and intelligent 
search engine, you can solve many more challenging problems.  For instance, a government 
agency uses HP’s enterprise search solution to detect patterns in vast amounts of data to 
anticipate terrorist activities. This ability to detect unusual activity was the difference between 
a positive outcome versus a potentially devastating one. In another example, one of the world’s 
largest and most advanced video search engines used HP to fully index and search over 35 
million hours of video content. With IDOL, they were able to automate the delivery of rich media 
to millions of daily visitors. 

Beyond making your data work for you, don’t let your data compromise security and 
compliance. HP employs mapped security to provide high-performance automatic verification 
against user, group, and role level entitlement as well as advanced user authentication. 

Effective information access to meet your business needs

Unified Information Access converges multiple, traditionally siloed enterprise functions 
including business intelligence, data warehouses, databases, decision management, big data, 
CRM, content analytics, and search and discovery. By indexing all content—structured, semi-
structured, unstructured, transactional and archived—into IDOL, users get a unified, holistic 
view of the entire enterprise knowledgebase to realize relationships that lead to increased 
productivity, reduction in duplicative efforts, and other significant cost-saving benefits. This 
unified architecture enables automatic and rapid linking of content between all file formats, 
multimedia, records, and many other types of information. Users perform a single search 
across multiple repositories without being concerned about where the information resides.

At the core of HP’s Unified Information Access offering is our enterprise search solution. 
Enterprise Search uses IDOL to provide access and understanding across virtually all of 
your information assets enterprise wide, including text, images, audio, social media, and 
video. Rather than relying on keywords or metadata, IDOL uses advanced pattern-matching 
technology to understand all forms of content, and returns results based on concepts and 
context so you get the information and insights you need.  
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A comprehensive offering

With over 500 advanced, modular functions available in the HP IDOL platform, you have 
the tools to quickly solve your immediate business problems by finding unpredicted trends 
and issues that often develop in real time. IDOL uses patented probabilistic algorithms to 
automatically recognize concepts and ideas in all your information—in over 150 languages. 
IDOL’s unique technology detects patterns, emotions, sentiments, intentions, and preferences 
as they happen. The ability to know more about your data in less time speeds the pace of 
business and strengthens your ability to compete. In some instances, IDOL lets you look into, 
manage, and sort through your information with as much as a 20X advantage in efficiency and 
processing. With IDOL, you can unlock the full potential of all your information.

HP IDOL versus Traditional keyword search

Unified Information Access solutions

HP Unified Information Access consists of three core solutions:  Enterprise Search, Knowledge 
Management, and Content Access and Extraction. These core solutions leverage IDOL 
capabilities to deliver powerful solutions to maximize your return on information.  

Enterprise Search
You can access and understand virtually all of your information assets scattered across the 
organization, including documents, audio, video, and social media. Enterprise Search crawls 
millions of documents and enables users to find the information they need when they need 
it, regardless of location or language. Our easy-to-use technology adds a human touch to 
enterprise search by enabling you to quickly find information based on concepts and context, 
yielding more relevant results.

Extremely limited support No Support

Result relevancy

Audio, video, rich media 
understanding

Scalable to billions  
of documents

Advanced analytics for  
deriving actionable insights

Platform to  build 
search-based applications

Helps meet compliance regulations 
and enforce governance

Platform solution that can support 
mission-critical applications

Data source independence 
and flexibility

HP IDOL Traditional Keyword Search

Full Support Basic Support
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Knowledge Management
Collaborate and access all knowledge within your organization, and find knowledge from 
different role perspectives—team, project, and down to the individual level—by accessing 
virtually all information assets and understanding people’s expertise. With HP’s knowledge 
management solution, you can foster exchange within the community to prevent duplication 
of efforts and increase productivity levels. Workers can quickly use and share expertise, and 
connect and collaborate on similar projects. With HP, your information becomes your source of 
competitive advantage.

Content Access and Extraction for OEM Applications
Typically all enterprises will have a unique blend of databases, content management systems, 
and off-the-shelf, as well as custom, applications. This leads to a wide variety of file formats 
and data types.  Beyond connecting to repositories through HP’s extensive 400+ connectors, 
search technologies must also have the proper filtering technology to extract content from the 
assortment of files that reside in the repositories. 

HP KeyView, a product within the Content Access and Extraction solution, is an industry-leading 
file filtering and transformation technology that extracts text, metadata, and other relevant 
properties from over 1,000 file formats to make all enterprise data available for sophisticated 
search, analytics, and other critical business operations. KeyView’s ability to filter adds 
business value by expediting the retrieval process and it also significantly reduces business 
risks associated with excess information. As data formats become increasingly more diverse, 
generated both inside and outside the enterprise, you can rely on HP KeyView to deliver the 
capabilities and support to understand virtually all formats.  

Unified Information Access benefits

• Make data-driven decisions 
Find, access, and understand your data, including audio, video, social – structured, semi-
structured, or unstructured—across over 400 repositories, supporting over 1,000 file formats.

• Discover trends and insights 
Detect patterns in structured and unstructured information and automatically organize 
datasets, such as call center conversations and social media interactions, into conceptually 
related groups.

• Boost your competitive advantage 
Deliver personalized, contextualized search results and proactively push relevant information. 
Act on all kinds of information to seize market opportunities.

• Create expert communities 
Build a knowledge graph of your organization by analyzing social networks and deriving 
people’s expertise, based on activities, instead of relying on outdated user profiles. Also, 
reduce duplication of efforts via creation of knowledge communities

• Scalable and high-performing 
Leverage the highly scalable HP IDOL to manage information growth inside and outside your 
enterprise. Support hundreds of thousands of users, or millions of web users, accessing 
hundreds of terabytes of data.

• Seamless integration with other HP software and hardware offerings  
Already using HP products? Here’s just another piece of the puzzle that will fit perfectly into 
your overall IT landscape including HP ArcSight, HP Express Query, and HP Flow.

• Customer-centric innovation schedules to meet your business demands 
Because our solutions are developed for you, we believe in product roadmaps that reflect your 
requirements and business needs. We’re prepared to go the extra mile to ensure your success.



Share with colleagues

Sign up for updates 
hp.com/go/getupdated
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Summary

HP’s Unified Information Access helps you get more value from your information by unifying 
all content silos to enable contextual and conceptual search.  You no longer need to rely on 
platforms that can only answer pointed questions. With HP IDOL, you can uncover the “unknown 
unknowns” to make decisions faster, seize market opportunities, and gain a greater competitive 
advantage.

“Autonomy’s exceptional sophistication and extensibility 
enable it to tackle the most demanding use cases.” 

- Gartner Group

“Autonomy’s unique meaning based platform enables 
organizations to seamlessly incorporate untapped resources, 
such as phone recordings and emails, into their corporate 
strategy and benefit from a single point of access to all of their 
information.” 
- Keith Dawson, Forrester Research Analyst 

About HP Autonomy

HP Autonomy is a global leader in software that processes human information, or unstructured 
data, including social media, email, video, audio, text and web pages, etc. Autonomy’s powerful 
management and analytic tools for structured information together with its ability to extract 
meaning in real time from all forms of information, regardless of format, is a powerful tool 
for companies seeking to get the most out of their data. Autonomy’s product portfolio helps 
power companies through enterprise search analytics, business process management and 
OEM operations. Autonomy also offers information governance solutions in areas such as 
eDiscovery, content management and compliance, as well as marketing solutions that help 
companies grow revenue, such as web content management, online marketing optimization 
and rich media management. Please visit autonomy.com to find out more.
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